Have it your way – AME Planters with options you demand

Modular 30’ & 40’
Narrow Transport
Front Fold Planter
A-M-E 30’ & 40’ Modular planter is our new
design offering narrow transport with 4 - 30” rows
on the back bar while incorporating our T Bar
design. Our planter allows multiple row spacing on
the same toolbar without any changes to the axle or
frame. If you are looking for a versatile, powerful,
and agile planter incorporating all of today’s
leading edge technologies, then this is a unit for
you. We offer any of the below listed row spacing
with possibility to change spacing within a couple
of hours without having to buy another planter.
Working Width
Row Spacing
30" (76cm)
20" (50cm)
15" (38cm)
27.5 (70cm) Europe
8” Twin on 30” Centers
8” Twin on 20” Centers
Estimated Weight (lbs.)
Transport Width
Transport Width (w/ Row Units)
Transport Length

30'
Rows
12
18
24
12
24
36
7750
10’
14’
28’

40’
Rows
16
24
32
16
32
48
6650
10’
14’
28’
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Modular Design
A-M-E 30’ & 40’ planters utilize the same modular
components such as: wheel assemblies, wings, main frames,
hydraulic manifolds, and controller modules since the
commonality of parts and simplicity of any system is of
paramount importance. This gives you, a farmer, the ability to
adjust row spacing in the future, but also ease of diagnostics
in case of the break down.

Open Platform Design –
Cafeteria style component selection
All of our toolbars are designed to accept a wide variety of
row units or you can use our A-M-E cast iron shank row unit.
All row units are 100% compatible with Precision Planting
meters, accessories and electronics, as well as many leading
OEM manufacturer’s attachments. Any major component can
be added or deducted to our platform so you can order a
planter in any stage of completion.

Have it your way – choices are yours
If your fleet is green, yellow, red, black, or blue we are happy
to provide you with the similar color of our toolbar or
planters to accommodate your needs. We do not charge extra
for these options. You can mix and match any combination of
OEM options. Same applies to monitors, seed meters, down
pressure systems, Central Seed Fill Systems or any type of
fertilizer applicators. We believe in providing you with what
you want.

Simplified Hydraulic Management
We have engineered a hydraulic manifold system with
farmers in mind. There has been a proportional increase in the
amount of hydraulic hoses and harnesses required for each
unit along with the increase in the size of planters. We have
separated our hydraulics in 3 identical manifolds allowing for
a minimal run of hydraulic hoses and ease of diagnostics if
problem occurs. All harnessing is protected and sectionalized
for ease of access and are housed in a tray system which is an
integral part of the planter.

Email us for more details: ame@A-M-E.co

